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College, was killed in
an unfortunate acci-
dent, on June 10,
1997. Since this acci-
dent the President of
the College and the
Board of Trustees
decided to honor
Mazawa in the Com-
mencement exercises




emony. A member of
Mazawa's family was








that [her family] can
keep in [their] home
to remember her








not only in her out-
ward appearance, but
also in her soul,"




















heart disease of the





plant was her only
chance to recover and
lead a full life,"
Wasberger said.
















Barret W. Henshaw is
Remembered
A former Framingham State College stu-
dent, Barrett W. Henshaw, died after a long ill-
ness on Thursday, November 13, 1997. He
was only 23-years-old.
Henshaw, a graduate of Tauton High
School, came to Framingham State College to
study Business Administration.
Unfortunately, he became ill in 1995, his junior
year, and was unsuccessful in completing his
studies at the College.
Henshaw is remembered by his friends at
Framingham State College as being fun, out-
going, kind and caring.
A FSC Professor is Thought of with Love
The Framingham
State College commu-





denly of a heart at-
tack. The news was a
devastating blow to
all of the beloved
professor's students
as well as his col-
leagues.
Professor Barr was
a professor of eco-
nomics and business
administration. He
had been a professor
of the college for












well educated it was
more than this that
made Barr a great
teacher.
"He treated us as his







had Barr for several
classes.
This was the feel-
ing shared by most of
Barr's students,a s
well as his col-
leagues. "He will be
greatly missed," said
Dr. Charles White,






State was shared by
his son Eric. Eric, a
junior here is a very
involved students
most notably as an





tion and his students
that the Dial Year-
book is honored to
dedicate this year's
edition to the
memory of Dr. Joseph
E. Barr. He will be
forever remembered






We've all gotten e-mail at some point during
our college career. Here is one e-mail that some
of us may have recieved during our first semes-
ter at Framingham State College.
Going to College is Easier than it Looks
You know, College can be
a really scary thing. It seems
like no matter how much you
prepare yourself to leave all
the people you love, it always
comes back and slaps you in
the face later. It's really scary
when you are sitting in your
dorm room one night, listen-
ing to the Eagles, "Sad Cafe,"
and thinking, wow, these
lyrics really are powerful:
"Maybe time has gone, the
faces I recall. But things in
this life change very slowly, if
they change at all. . . "
The scary part being that
we've all been hit with
change lately, and it doesn't
seem to have come slowly at
all. Do you remember the
day that you left home? I'm
sure that you do. But I'll bet
that what you remember even
more clearly, were the days in
the week before you left, you
know, the days you spent
getting addresses and phone
numbers and trying to say
goodbye to everyone you
have loved for as long as you
can remember. Do you
remember standing by your
best friends car one night,
after midnight, trying to sum
up the meaning of the friend-
ship you'd managed to
maintain through thick and
thin for four years? Do you
remember how hard that was,
to think how to say goodbye
to that person? It was nearly
impossible, wasn't it, to give
6
them that one last hug and
turn around and walk back
inside. I'll bet part of what
you remember was the night
before you left, kissing your
boyfriend or girlfriend
goodbye one last time, just
knowing that you'd turn
around and walk back inside
was almost motivation
enough not to leave. Step-
ping back to take one last
look at the person you love- -
its scary. And you go, and
you promise yourself you
wont't find someone new.
You won't ever replace your
friends. You'll never fall in
love again. It's really crazy
what can happen when you
don't mean for them to.
You get to a new place full
of strangers. You meet
people who forget you. You
forget people you meet. But
sometimes, you come across
some extraordinarily special
people. They have tears to
shed, too. They left people
behind. They are in love with
that girl or guy back where
they used to live, and they all
want someone to talk to. So
you talk. Talk is good. You
form bonds you never
thought you would form.
You call your old friends and
tell them about your new
ones. Sometimes, they don't
understand. Sometimes, you
hurt their feelings. Some-
times everyone is a little bit
jealous. You miss your
boyfriend. Or your girlfriend.
One day you're sitting in a
park, thinking about that stuff
you really didn't want to
leave, and a stranger sits
down near you. Sometimes
that person stays a stranger.
Other times, you talk to him.
Or you talk to her. Some-
times you experience things
you never wanted to happen.
Sometimes you are interested
in someone who isn't that
person back home. Some-
times college is really compli-
cated. Sometimes you stay
together. Other times you
break up. Sometimes you
think you have done the
wrong thing by coming so far
away from home. And
sometimes, when you start
thinking like this, it's time to
make a change. So when this
happens you sit down, put
the Eagles in the stereo, turn
on "Sad Cafe," and wonder if
you still recall all the faces
from your past.
Now that your college
years are over at
Framingham State Col-




In our lives we travel
upon many dusty roads,
some long and windy
the end not clear,
others short and narrow
the direction known.
Here we stand
in a cross road of live
where we make the choice
for which road will direct our
lives.
Although we cannot see the
end,
the beginning is clear,
the obstacle we have over-
come,
and the friends we have made
here,
will help guide us to our
goals.
No matter where upon the
road we are
or where it might take us,
We can always look back in
comfort
and remember our time here.
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be a reality. An
architectural firm












Street and a car will




don't have a gym."
Well, it is not
true we do not have
a gym; it is true that













the facility will be
about 60,000








ated in 1998, the
graduating classes
in years to come
will not have to go
to Suburban Ath-
letic Club to work
out.
Th existing gym
was built in 1952.
A proposal for a
new gym was made
in 1973 and by
1999, FSC
hopes to have a
new state-of-the-art
athletic facility.












hopes that this will
be an annual event
that takes place at
Framingham State
College. This is the
second year it has
































vigil was a letter
writing campaign
to support Hunger









relied to the lot
even though it was
inconvient for the
residents to take a
shuttle bus just to
get to their cars.
Now the school
has lost the lot and
many students have






not being able to




came up with the
idea to have a





the shuttle bus will






the shuttle bus will







Although it is a
big inconvience for
students not to be







cars on campus and
those without.
The New ID'S
If you are a
resident, when you
first came to FSC,
you were handed
two ids: a green
one which served
as your student id
and a library card








In an attempt to
make students
happier and mod-























































serve as an associate



































Dr. Thomas Koshy of
the Mathematics Depart-




Nations Lead the Pack
Again" published in The
Hindu, an English news-
paper in India.
Dr. P. M. John, Phi-
losophy Department,
organized a confer-




Dr. Elaine Beilin from
the English Department
was elected the vice
president and president-
elect of the Society for
the Study of Early Mod-
ern Women.









Beyer from the Engilsh
department was in













In attendance at the
Annual Meeting and
Conference of the New
England - St. Lawrence
Valley Geographical
Society was Dr. Robert
Donnell from the Geog-
raphy Department.
Dr. Henry Tischler from
the Sociology Depart-
ment was on the cover
of Boston Herald Maga-







Presented at the annual
Massachusetts Associa-
tion of Science Teachers
Conference was a work-
shop entitled "Technol-
ogy Doesn't Byte" by













Department was a guest

























Affairs Office and Linda
Travers from the
Registrar's Office.
In attendance at the 7th
annual American Writ-
ers of Color Conference




Middlesex News was an
article entitled "Math
Teachers' Preparation
Faculty" written by Dr.


















































































Chair: Bradley P. Nutting
Richard Allen Rita Loos
Gloria Barron Nicholas Rachestos






































Chair: Bridgett T. Perry
Douglas Bloomquist Harry Julia
Kenneth Boyd Harold Kiess
John Budz J.R Killory
Antone Dias Lorraine Low
Robert Donohue Pamela Ludemann


































































































































WHATDO YOUDO FOR ENTERTAINMENTHERE ON CAMPUS?










IS THEREAN ISSUE OR AREA ON CAMPUS WHERE YOU WISH
YOUHAD A GREATER VOICE?









"In issuing punishment to students, it should be a jury of











HOWDO YOU FEELABOUT THE DEATH PENALTY?









"I'm not particulary for it, but if someone










"I do agree, but there should be more




"I think it should be used for






HOWDID ADVISING AND REGISTRATIONFOR CLASSES GO?









IS THERE A PROFESSOR ON CAMPUS THAT YOU LIKE OR
ADMIRE?
" Arthur Nolletti.





WHAT WAS THE BEST THING THATHAPPENED TO YOU
DURING YOUR FIRST WEEK BACK?












HOWDO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE CLINTON
SCANDAL?









"If politicans don't respect the contract




'If the deficit is almost gone,








"If his wife could satisfy him, we wouldn't





WHATARE YOUR PLANS FOR VALENTINE'S
DAY?










"I'm gonna give Valentines to




"It's my mom's birthday. I'm

































WHATDO YOU THINKABOUT THE PARKING LOTTERY?










"I wasn't even aware





"That is the most ridiculous thing I've




"A lot of students won't
be able to work anymore






WHATARE YOUR PREDICTIONS FOR THE OSCARS?





WHATARE THE PROS AND CONS OF BEING A COMMUTER?
"You have to sign in if you want to













"The only pro is I can't







WHATDO YOU THINKABOUT THE PAULA JONES CASE
DISMISSAL?













WHAT QUESTION WOULD YOU LIKE TO ASK
THE GATEPOST?
























"Even though it's Monday
class schedule it's still a
Friday in my life schedule.
John Bonney
Senior
"All it means is there are




"I don't like it because my









All questions asked from October 3rd to December 5th were asked by Mary Beth
Cascanet, Opinion Editor for the Gatepost.
All questions asked from January 30th to April 17th were asked by Meredith Lee,
Opinion Editor for the Gatepost.











Culture Shocked in Cancun
SUAB tried to






students who did go
to Cancun, here's
what you may have
experienced. Those
of you who did not
go to Cancun, this











day at a New En-
gland beach, does












you would like to
drink as they volun-
teer to rub sunblock
SPF 30 over the
hard-to-reach
places of your
back. It's also not
likely you see kegs
of beer buried in
the sand or coolers
filled with Corona
and limes and the
occasional aqua
purificada (purified
water). But this is
commonplace at








Pepsi or Coke. You
are just as likely to
see a bottle of beer
in people's hands as
they are riding on a
bus, walking down
the street or shop-
ping in the flea
markets.
The Ilea markets
in Cancun are not
















turn. Look at my
ridiculous junk."







not fixed in the flea
markets in Cancun,
either. They oper-
ate on the barter
system. You may
ask a vendor how
much a particular
item is and he may
tell you 400 pesos
($50), but you are
more likely to leave





buy a $50 shirt for
only $25!
The night life in
60
Cancun is similar to
'V C- ~A-
dollars and that the Caribbean Sea,
Boston's. There are includes "all you you will find beau-
lots of clubs such can drink." tiful, vibrantly
as Fat Tuesday's, At a Cancun colored fish and
Senor Frogs, La club, it is very spectacular nation-
Boom, Baja, and common to have a ally recognized
DaddyO's (just to waitress walk up to coral reefs.
name a few). Most you, blow a whistle If you were to
of the clubs open at in your face and snorkel or SCUBA
9 p.m. and close pour tequila down dive in the Boston
when the sun your throat. Then Harbor, you would
comes up. The she shakes your be more likely to
clubs in Boston head around in a find spare tires and
close at 2 a.m. - just circle about 10 jelly fish.
when the clubs in times. You would Although SUAB
Cancun are really NEVER see this was unsuccessful in
starting to party. happen at AXIS. organizing enough
A typical night Well, it is true people to go to
on the town back that most spring Cancun for Spring
home costs an breakers do go Break, many stu-
| average $ 1 5 dollar away to party and dents from
i cover charge (de- dance. However, Framingham State
pending on which these are not the College still chose
club you go to), and only things to do in Cancun, Mexico as
there is a full bar Cancun. their Spring Break
but you still have to You can also go destination.
pay for drinks. snorkeling and
The clubs in SCUBA diving.






The White and Silver Commencement Ball
It was a breezy Friday
night. It had been
raining all day long.
But that didn't stop the
class of '98 from at-
tending the "Senior
Ball." The Ball took




was dim. There were
roses at every table and
a small dance floor that
was just big enough for




A buffet style din-
ner was served and
then the DJ started to
play some dance mu-
sic. There was hardly
a delay from students
to get up and dance the
night away.
The music was a









on the 80's. He also
had a request sheet for
people to ask him to
play particular songs.
Students danced
until the very end. The
music stopped and
people were still danc-
ing! It was a great





Spike Lee Comes to FSC
On Sunday, Febru-
ary 1, 1998 Spike Lee
spoke in the audito-
rium in honor of Black
History Month. Lee
spoke about his experi-
ence in the film indus-
try.
Lee is the producer
of many movies in-
cluding "Malcolm X,"
"Do The Right Thing,"







College to decide what
it is they want to do
with the rest
of their lives, and
follow their dreams.
He told his life
story to show that
dreams really can
come true. He talked
about his experience of
making his first film,
the difficulties of
getting the funds fot it
and the rewards that he





goals in life and some





goal in life was to be a
professional singer
even asked if he would
be willing to listen to
her demo tape. He
smiled and asked her if
she had a copy of it.
Without hesitation she
got up and handed it to
him.
Hi
After the Lecture, Students Met Mr.
Lee for Pictures and Autographs
Students gathered in given. Although the
the V.I.P. room of the reception was invita-
College Center after tion only, a large
the presentation Spike number of students





















played all types of
music and had a
music request
sheet for students































though. It did not
take place at the
forum ... in fact, it









and chairs for the






hours of 10 p.m. and 1
a.m.. Between 50 and
60 students attended.









As a result of the
dance, the 10% Allies
club has recently be-









were played it was
great to see students
feel safe and comfort-
able dancing with each
other. Those students
who didn't have any-
one to dance with
when the music






















this "Beach Party" is
to educate students
with information











flyers with fun facts
about sunny spring
break destinations
and a list of things to







vowing to be respon-
sible during break.
Each pledge card
was entered into a
national drawing to
win two airline tick-












ber of seashells" was










The prizes of the
"Guess the number
of seashells" contest
were a Pepsi Cooler
or a Mountain Dew
cooler. Both of these
coolers were filled
with fun stuff. The
Fun stuff included a
koosh ball, wiffle ball
and bat, bubbles and
soda and snacks.









dents who come to
study from abroad.




dents feel more at







dents as well as
students from the
States.












The Ram's Den Pub
The Ram's Den Pub is
known for many things.
Among the most successful
events that have taken
place in the pub were the
"South Park" nights.
On Wednesday nights,
the pub was open for
students to watch "South
Park," gather among
friends and relax.
This was not the only
event the pub was used for.
Orientation staff
welcomed new students,
comedy acts made students






















































FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE...
Photo courtesy of The Gatepost
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Photo courtesy of The Gatepost
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THE SHUTTLE BUS...
Photo courtesy of The Gatepost
ALWAYS READYAND WAITING!
nfii
Photo courtesy of The Gatepost
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Hope this guy doesn't get towed!
IF YOU DO NOT MOVE YOUR CAR FROM THIS
ILLEGAL SPOT IN 15 MINUTES, WE WILL TOW YOUR
CAR AND HOLD IT RANSOM FOR
ONE MILLION DOLLARS!
105
I'M KING OF THE WORLD!-One weary commuter, tired of
the parking fiasco, tried an alternative method to get to
Framingham State. They were unsuccessful when they were














Photo courtesy of T/ze Gatepost
Can't find a parking space? Don't be that guy!
















Will someone please take out those speed
bumps for my car's sake?
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Mmm, birthday cake. Homer
Simpson must be nearby.
112
mr>\m AFTER MAIIN REBATIPLUS DE









































































































Photo courtesy of The Gatepost
MISS IT NOONAN! MISS IT! MISS IT NOONAN!
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i^M.
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MASSPIRG-Poland Spring's best customers
i*»
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Smoke 'em if you got 'em
147
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Credit cards with no annual fee? Forget about it!
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COMMUTER/RESIDENCE CAFES
Photo courtesy of The Gatepost
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Abstract Art
Photo courtesy of The Gatepost











DID YOU KNOW THAT
Horace Mann was
named after the Honor-
able Horace Mann? He
was the first secretary of
the Massachussetts
Board of Education.
The first Normal School
building was in Lexing-
ton Common in Lexing-
ton, MA?
That Peirce Hall should
be pronounced "Purse"?
That Peirce Hall was
named after the Rev.
Cyrus Peirce? He was
the first principal of the
Normal School.
That in 1859, women
teachers received a
monthly salary of $5.38
and men's salary for the
same position was
$15.44?
In 1837, 60% of all
Massachussetts teachers
were women?
In 1837, there were only
6,000 teachers in
Massachussetts?
The First Normal School
opened July 3, 1839, and
the class of 1840 had
only 24 students?
The price for board in
1940 was $2.00 a week
and tuiton was free?
The hill Framingham
State College is built on
is called "Bare Hill"?
Normal Hall was the
first building built on
FSC's campus? That
building no longer
exists, but May Hall is
standing on Normal
Hall's former site.
Crocker Hall was named
after Miss Lucretia
Crocker, class of 1850?
She was the first woman
supervisor of the Boston
Public Schools.
Framingham State
College use to have two-
year programs as well as
four-year programs?
Room and board was
only $300.00 a year in
the year 1938 and that
included free laundry?
In 1954, tuition was
$100.00 a year and room
and board cost $420.00?
The estimated cost of
books for the 1939




named after the 1898
principal of Normal
Hall? Henry
Whittemore was first an
administrator and then
he taught school organi-
zation and government.
O'Connor Hall was
named after Dr. Martin








ton College. He was
also a president at
Framingham State
College.
The cornerstone of 1920;
was laid on January 15,J
1920? It was a gift froml
the class of 1920 and
was laid in memory of |
Horace Mann when




School was smoke free?
In 1920, FSC used to
have a curfew of 9:30
p.m.?
In 1920, the students at
Framingham were not
allowed to wear make-
up?
In March of 1932, the
first issue of The Gatepos
appeared on campus?
The idea for a school
paper was suggested in
Miss Louise Kingman's




ated in the class of 1934.
Dwight Hall was
named after Edmond
Dwight, a man whose
donations established
the Normal Schools?
Tuiton in 1939 was
$60.00 for upperclass-


























Framingham State College Cross Country 1997
Name Yr. Ht. Hometown/Previous Schooling
Lori Kluchevitz Fr. 5-7 Blackstone/Blackstone Millville Reg
JulieDupont Jr. 5-7 Dracut/ Dracut High
Lisa Eden Jr. 5-5 Salem, NH/ Salem High
MarissaEomp Sr. 4-11 Salem/ Salem High
Hillary Goodhue Fr. 5-6 Boxford/ Hamilton - Wenham
SamanthaLeDuc So. 5-3 Harwich/Harwich High
RosellePalazzolo Jr. 5-4 Gloucester/Bishop Fenwich High
AmyPriftakis Sr. 5-4 Saugus/Saugus High
Heather Fuller So. 5-2 WalpoleAValpoleHigh
Kim Cortellessa Fr. 5-2 Blackstone/Blackstone MillvilleReg
Don Brown Jr. 6-0 Attleboro/Bishop Feehan
Jayson Ojerholm Jr. 5-9 Auburn/Auburn High





Photo Courtesy of the Media Center
The Framingham State College Field Hockey team improved their record to 6
and 10 this past year. The marked improvement was credited to a host of tal-
ented players as well as head coach Sarah Keough. The team was able to accom-
plish this record despite dire field conditions. The field the team played on is
not actually designed for field hockey, so the team had
to carry the nets to and from the field. These nets were so heavy that they
caused two of the players to have back injuries which required physical
therapy. In addition the team often had to clean empty bottles and wrappers off
of the field before they could play, so congrats to the team and here's looking
toward continued improvement.
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1997 FSC Field Hockey Team
No. Name Pos.
Allison Dick (Capt.) GK
1 Danielle Price D
3 Andrea Castinatti (Capt.) F
4 Pamela Bennett (Capt.) F
5 Kelly Tarr F/Link
6 Cindy Flannery HB
7 Jill Guertin D
8 Jennifer Creasia Link
9 Kaitlin Hoffman F
10 Heather Janeway D
11 Heather Reis HB
12 Carla Gould Link
13 Taunya Damon F
14 Nikki Gorman F
15 Jennifer Reynolds Link
16 Kelly O'Connell HB
17 Karen Zaleski D
18 Evelien Rutgers F
Head Coach: Sarah Keough
Photo Courtesy of the Media Center
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1997 FSC Football Team
in m
No. Name Pos.
2 Edward Roberts DB
3/97 Robert Cloutier LB
6 Aynsley Rosenbaum RB
7 Robert Dower WR
9 Robert Enterline TE
K) Rich Ceruti (Capt.) QB
II John Kuettner OLB
12/19 Damien Rose QB
13/83 Jeremy Wenke P/PK
14 Michael Taveira WR
16 Ian King FS
17 Tom Froio WR
18 Alex Tarpey CB/QB
20 Shawn O'Neil (Capt.) LB/RB
21 Mche Montgomery WR
22 John Mederios (Capt.) OLB
24 Glennn Harthorne III TB
25 Domenico Barbuto RB
27 Jason Fair FS
30 John Sawyer LB
32/29 Stan Dingman TB
33 Ruben Reinoso WR
35 Adam Hageman DB
37 Oscar Vega RB
39 Joe Deslauriers DB
40 Sean Godfrey FB
41 Brian Jewett TE
45 Chris Derners
46 Dan Bartell (Capt.) LB
48 Bob Anderson FB
50 Steve Jordon LB
51 Lodovico Sestito OL
52 Nick Person DE
54 Steve Annaldo LB
55 Joe Piscatello DL
56 Joe Simpson MLB
57 Lucas Drayton DE
58 Jim McGrath OL
59/44 David Levine OL
62 James Wynne C
64 Val Cunha C
67 Brian Yeaton OL
69/75 Steve Ruscio OL
70 Sean Johnson OL
72 Andrae Vandross OL
77 Brian James OL
78 Eugene Morin OL
80 Sean Kearney TE
84 Pat Buckley WR
88 Elijah McNeil WR
90 Dave Gimblett LB
91/74 Charles Waterman DT
92 Ian Gregorio DE
97/96 Gordon Pratt DT
99 Matt Feldman DT
Football
Head Coach: Michael Strachan
Asst. Coaches: Craig Korowski, Dennis Mannone
Jay Medeiros, Mark Kolb,
Dan Bohane, Brian Rezzuti
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The football team was only
able to salvage two wins
this season, however, the
team showed much prom-
ise of things to come.
The season started off
rough for the team as one
of its stars Mche Montgom-
ery suffered a broken
collarbone during pre-
season practice. Several
other players were injured
as well. Many of the teams
losses were by a touch-
down or less. This was an
improvement compared to




Photo Courtesy of the Media Center
The Men's soccor team finished this season with a record of
8 wins and 11 losses. Though their record was under .500,
the team played tough in all of its games. The team was lead
by the play of goaltender Jason Gomes, who earned his first
shutout of the year against Suffolk on October 4. Gomes was
later named to the MASCAC honor roll for his great play.
Good luck to the team for next season!!!
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1998 FSC Men's Soccer Roster
No. Name Pos
GK Jason Gomez GK
GK Shotaro Sasaki GK
2 Geoff McCarthy F
3 Jarret Miller MF
4 Matt Kearney HB
5 Marc Cirino D
6 Luigi Amabile D
7 Kei Nagata F
8 Daniel Wright (Capt.) F
9 Yusuke Fujino MF
10 Antonio Caruso HB
11 Jun Tomita F
12 Dennis Tupper (Capt.) D
13 Derek Varroso D
14 Matt Tondreault HB
15 Scott Davidson D
16 Sam Coco D
18 David Mickiewicz F
19 Hiro Ito MF
20 Cassiano Brandao D
21 Tsutomu Matsumoto F
22 Ryoma Komuro F
Photo Courtesy of the Media Center
Head Coach: John Ludgate
Asst. Coach: Vincent Chika
Photo Courtesy of the Media Center
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Women's Soccer
1997 FSC Women's Soccer Team
No. Name Pos.
GK Karen Proto GK
3 Christina Colena HB
5 Angela Foresta F
6 Chanyn Norton F
7 Stephanie Bebas F/HB
8 Danielle Bryson D
9 Shannon Riley D
10 Karen Burns (Capt.) F
11 Melissa Vengrow D
12 Lisa Blanchard D
13 Marsha Williams F
14 Christine Brown (Capt.) HB
15 Lizette Jaco D
16 Erica Lohnes F
17 Rebecca Barker F
19 Jennifer Thomas F
20 Wendy McLeod D
22 Allison Donaher D
23 Julie Edwards
Head Coach: Sarah Behn
Asst. Coach: Christina Bebas
HB
The Lady Rams
improved their record this
season to finish in 6th place
among MASCAC teams.
Their team record was 5-11-1.
Senior forward Karen Burns
had an exciting four years on
the team. Her career totals
include 49 goals and 22
assists. She is the career
Scoring Leader for Women's
Soccer and tied for number of






College's Volleyball team had
a terrific season ending with a
record of 7-10. The team was
composed of eleven fresh-
man, a sophomore, and a
junior. With such a young
team, their future looks quite
promising. Two key players,
Margaret Burke and Krissy
Newell, made the All-
MASCAC Volleyball Second
Team. Congratulations on a
great season!!!
Photo Courtesy of the Media Center
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Head Coach: Jan Stannard
Asst. Coach: Roberta Stannard
Photo Courtesy of the Media Center
Photo Courtesy of the Media Center
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1997-1998 FSC Men's Basketball Team
No. Name Pos.
10 Luis Fernandes G
11 Steven Michelson G
12 Andrew Mclnnis G
13 Justin Morgan G
14 Todd Doherty G
15 Marc Melendez G
20 Brian Dunn G
23/21 Neil Rosario G
24 John Roberts F
25 Angelo Kapetanakos C
31 John Larivee F
32 Joe Iannacone F
35 Craig Nussey C
Head Coach: Peter Kelly
Asst. Coaches: Greg Gauvin, Robert Kelley,
Don Spellman
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The Men's basketball team had a tough season this year
finishing with a losing record. However, there were
many bright spots on the team including the play of
Steven Michelson, John Larivee and Justin Morgan. In
addition, the Rams were able to participate in the Annual
Harbor Invitational tournament over the Thanksgiving
holiday. The team hopes to improve next season and to
be competitive in the MASCAC.
Photo Courtesy of the Media Center
Photo Courtesy of the Media Center
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Photo Courtesy of the Media Center
Women's Basketball
The Women's Basketball team had a tough season this
year, however, new head coach Sarah Behn showed
promise of great things to come. Lead by captain
Courtney Cronin, the team played tough through the
whole season. With Cronin being the only Senior, this
group of talented players will be back for more.
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1997 FSC Women's Basketball Team
No. Name pos




12 Amy Holding F
15 Patricia Connors F
21 Melissa Christensen F/G
24 Azuna Kohi G
25 Shannon Riley G
30 Courtney Cronin (Capt.) G
32 Leeann Lore F/G
33 Kathryn Scott F
34 Jennifer Joyce F
Head Coach: Sarah Behn
Asst. Coaches: Christina Bebas &
Walter Pascal
Photo Courtesy of the Media Center
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1997-1998 FSC Ice Hockey Team
No. Name Pos.
1 Chris Burnham G
2 Mart Wheeler D
3 Adam Levesque D
4 Doug Scott D
5 Chris Balfe D
_
Karl Kravchuk D
- Steve Militello D
10 Sean DeLoatche F
11 Jonathan Lent F
:: Joseph Paloivich F
:-; Nathan Collins F
:~ Paul DeCesare (Capt.) F
:" Brendan MacDermort F
- Rvan Dubb F
: Scott Gordon (Capt) F
:: David Favrau D
23 Brian Hurcombe F
24 Jesse Gippo F
25 Dave Hobbs (Capt.) F
26 Matt Hardiman F
> Ed Kontos D
:- John Bonnev G
3C Danv GuiUemette G
35 Anthonv Cusumano G
Head Coach: Ken Gouveia
Asst. Coaches: Paul Brasells, Bob Hanson
Photo Courtesy of the Media Center
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Photo Courtesv of the Media Center
Hockev
The Framingham State Ice Hockev team fell
just short of the state finals this rear. The loss of
forward Dave Hohhs to a neck injury was clearly felt
by the team and some speculate that his presence
may have given the team that extra something to put
them in the playoffs. All in all, the team was a high
point in Framingham 's winter sports season and





Rams ' Baseball Head Coach Mike Sarno
Name
1998 Framingham State College Baseball Roster
Yr. Pos. B/T Ht. Wt. Hometown/H.S.
1 Steve Taylor Jr 2B R/R 5-10 175 Sudbury/Lincoln-Sudbury
3 Corey Beck So OF R/R 5-10 185 Hull/Hull
4 Chris Hendricks Fr rNF R/R 5-10 175 Natick/Natick
5 Dan Brennock So c R/R 5-10 180 N Attleboro/N Attleboro
7 Nick Lococo Jr 3B/OF R/R 5-9 165 Needham/Needham
8 Chris Shkreli So IB R/R 6-0 175 Natick/Natick
9 Joe Polizzotti © Sr SS L/R 5-11 175 Taunton/Lincoln-Sudbury
11 Orazio Azzarello So P L/L 6-0 175 Medford/Medford
13 Matt Stockbridge Fr 2B/P R/R 6-0 170 Franklin/Franklin
15 John Haddigan So P R/R 5-9 150 Mansfield/Mansfield
16 Stephen McDougall Jr P/OF L/L 5-11 170 Topsfield/St John's Prep
17 Bobby Saulog So P/Utl R/R 6-0 170 Norwood/Norwood
18 John Lyons Jr IB R/L 6-0 200 Santa Barbara, CA/Big Bear
19 Mike Joncas So C R/R 5-11 205 Grafton/Grafton
21 Thanh Nguyen So OF R/R 5-11 170 Auburn/Auburn
22 Chad Beecher Jr C L/R 5-11 185 Milford/Milford
23 Ryan Nummela Sr P/OF R/R 6-0 170 Bellingham/Bellingham
24 Ben Chisholm Jr P/OF R/R 5-9 175 Wayland/Wayland
26 Colin Lydon © Sr OF R/R 5-11 180 Pembroke/Archbishop Williams
27 Juruchi Imai So P R/R 5-11 165 Matsuyama-City Ehime, Japan
29 Mike Goeller © Sr 3B/P R/R 6-0 200 N Attleboro/N Attleboro
34 JeffLombardi Fr C R/R 5-6 160 Sturbndge/Tantasqua Reg
Heati Coach: U 20 Mike Sarno (seventh season) © denotes captains
Assistant Coach: U 10 Bill Delaney (second season)











# Name Yr Pos HI Hometown/High School
1 Janeen Ponzo So Inf 5-2 Stoneham/Stoneham
2 Jennifer Powers So P 5-2 Foxboro/Foxboro
5 Jaclyn Joseph So 2B 5-3 Brookline/Brookline
6 Caralyn Cody Fr 1B/OF 5-6 Methuen/Methuen
7 Tovah Cahill-Finstein So OF 5-1 Brockton/Brockton
11 Laura Maxwell So SS/OF 5-3 Worcester/Boston Latin Ac.
1 3 Taunya Damon ** Sr OF 5-4 Warren / Quaboag Reg
16 Erin Keating** Jr C 5-7 Raynham/Archblshop Williams
17 Laura Mannering So 1B 5-4 Wrentham/King Philip Reg
19 Katherine Lynch Fr C 5-2 Attleboro/Attleboro
20 Beth Byniski So P 5-3 Worcester/St. Peter Marian
21 Jackie Pessotti Fr OF 5-4 Milford/Milford
22 Kathy Henry Fr P 5-8 Newport, Rl/Rogers
23 Lori Brennan Fr C 5-2 Oxford/Oxford
24 Stacey Schermerhorn So OF/2B 5-4 Billerlca/Billerica Mem.
* denotes 1998 Captains
Head Coach: Sarah Keough (first season)
Assistant Coach: Flo Russo (first season)
Manager: Elijah McNeal










































SHAYNA M. BAILEY JOHN P. BONNEY STEPHANIE A. BOVA ROBERTA H. BOWEN
CHARD W. BRANCONIERI TAYNA D. BROWN MELISSA F. BURT ANGELA CARESTIA
SENIORS
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JOHN J. CONWAY SANDRA CORREA KIMBERLY L. CRAWFORD KATHLEEN M. CRONIN
JESSICA L. CROWLEY ANDREA L. CUNIC PAULA E. CUNNINGHAM CHRISTOPHER K. DANIELS
SENIORS
201
SHERRELL A. DARDEN BRENNAN O. DEAN KRISTIE M. DESANCTIS KATHLEEN A. DESMOND
DAISUKE ITO
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AMY L. DICICCO KERRY A. DOHERETY BETTYE J. DOWDELL AMY L. DROUIN
HEATHER L. DUBOIS ELIZABETH M. DWYER BETHANY D. ECONOMOS FREDDY J. ELMEUS
SENIORS
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KARA A. FOGERTY HEATHER ER4 DOXNAEROBURG MFTTSS ZURRLL
PATRICIA A. GATTOZZI YTVKIA.GERRY ANITACONCLAVES .-_-. ZHAEL M. GOXYXOR
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STEPHEN T. HARDING HORACE A. HIRD DIANA J. HERMES JUSTINE A. HOHMANN





ERIN E. KENNEALLY HOPE KENNEDY JOHN H. KING JOHN B. KUETTNER




NIXON LUC HEATHER A. MACKINNON ADELAIDE C. MARCOS TODD M. MARTIN




TARA E. MCCARTHY ROSE MARIE MCCAUL ELLEN M. MCDONALD JENNIFER MCDONNELL
ERIN K. MCGOWAN CHRISTINE J. MINGOLELLI CHRISTINE M. MISCIA DONNELL M. MOSHER
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MELISSA MOUNTAIN DANIEL P. MURPHY KRISTA A. NADEAU AMY B. NASALSKI




KELLY A. NORTON NIULKA M. NOVA SCOTT E. O'BRIEN ERIN OCONNELL




DEBORAH E. PARKER JENNIFER L. PARLIN SEAN . E . PELKEY KELLEY M. PEREIRA




STACY L. RAY ADAM J. REITZ BRENDA N. RIVERA JULIE A. SAYEWICH
KERRY L. SCHMIDT KAREN SELLENBERG PATRICIA A. SHATTUCK
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&a
MICHELLE S. SICARD EFI SHICHONIDIS KERI L. SOUZA CHRISTIE-JO STARVISH
THERESA L. STEFFANN ELIZABETH M. STEVENS WENDI A. STEVER
SENIORS
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WILLIAM J. SWIFT ROSE M. TALDON DAVID A. TESTA
LISA E. TIDD DIANE M. TOGNACCI GINA M. TOSCHES
216
NGA K. TRAN JULIA H. TROMBLEY KIRSTEN M. ULICH JOHNATHAN F. VIZZINI
1
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BRUCE E. MEACHAM JR.
ERIN B. MEDEIROS



















































































































TIFFANY R. ST. LOUIS
ADAM W. STANLEY
CHRISTIE-JO STARVISH




































































I would like to first
thank the most important
people in my life. . . my
mother Jaonne M. O'Neill,
my father Michael S.
O'Neill and my brother
Michael K. O'Neill. With-
out them I would not have
had the inspiration or
courage to reach for my
goals. The gave me the
love and support (phycally,
emotionally and finan-
cially) that I beleive was
needed to reach the point
where I am today. I love
them very much and I will
be eternally grateful for all
they have given me.
I would also like to
thank Desmond McCarthy,
my professor, advisor and
most importantly my
friend. He is not only a
brilliant professor who has
a lot to offer the students at
Framingham State College.
He is also a shoulder to cry
on and a friend to rely on.
He gave me the determina-
tion I needed whether it
was when I was writing a
news article for THE
GATEPOST or a feature for
the DIAL YEARBOOK. He
told me that I had talent
and most importantly he
made me beleive it. With-
out him I would probably
still be a sophomore psy-
chology major pondering
the questions WHO AM I?
and WHAT DO I WANT
OUT OF LIFE?
He helped me see who I
really was and what my
hopes and asperations
were for my future. I
will never forget him for
that.
The entire GATE-




They all knew how under
staffed THE DIAL was
and they were always
willing to give suggestions
and help out whenever
possible.
As for the DIAL
staff the book could not
have been complete
without the patience of
Larry Mosher and Arnie
Lohmann. It was a
difficult task and I know
there were times when
you started to lose faith in
me but I told you I would
do it! It just took a little
longer than expected.
A very sepcial thank
you goes to Christine
Miscia one of my best
friends and a fellow mem-
ber of the Dial Staff. Thank
You so much for not leav-
ing me to do the book
alone when everyone else
just dissappeared into thin
air. Also, thank you to
Theresa Brasier for doing
the "Remember When
Section of the Dial. You
both did a great job!
This book would
never have been com-
pleted if it wasn't for my
very good friend Melissa
Carr (formally known as
Melissa Doyle). She had
already been Editor-in-
Chief and graduated but
still came to campus all the
time to show me how to do
the things I was uncertain
of (which believe me was
almost everything). This
book was only finished
because of the wonderful
people I have just men-
tioned.
It was a lot of stress,
a lot of hard work but
mostly a lot of fun being
this years Dial's Editor-in-
Chief. My goal was to try
and capture one memory in
every students life who
graduated in the Class of
1998. My four years have
been nothing but the best. I
hope yours were too! If
nothing else I hope you are
all able to open this book
and smile as you think of
your college years. I know I
will! Ijust want to leave
you all with these parting
words from and unknown
author.
7 don't know what you've been
told, bat memories are made of
gold. Raise your hands up to
the sky, and always book back
as life goes by. I don't know
what you've been told.










v Asian economic turmoil triggers
global unrest. In October, Hong
Kong's stock market crashes. Asian
countries receive billions in bailout
dollars from the International
Monetary Fund.
A 15-day school strike in Ontario,
Canada, affects 2.1 million
students. Late in October,
128,000 teachers walk out to
protest a controversial bill that
would alter educational funding
and centralize government
control of education.
A Hong Kong reverts to China at 12:01 a.m., July 1,
after 156 years of British colonial rule. China says
Hong Kong will continue its Western way of life
and free-market economy.
Ri'lik'rs/Archive Phntns
) Governments and businesses
worldwide race to remedy the
"Year 2000" problem. Unless
key computer systems are
reprogrammed to recognize dates
in the new century the world faces
the threat of catastrophic failure
in critical areas like banking, air
safety, public utilities and defense.
| Montserrat, once called
"the Emerald Isle of the
Caribbean," is devastated
by ongoing eruptions
from a volcano that had
been dormant for 400
years. Two-thirds of the
populace evacuates.
Powerful earthquakes in central
Italy kill 1 1 people and damage
art treasures, including centuries-old
frescoes by Italian Renaissance




The remains of Ernesto "Che"
Guevara, martyred Marxist
revolutionary, are laid to rest in
Cuba in October, 30 years after
his execution in Bolivia, where his
bones recently had been found.
A After 32 years of autocratic rule,
President Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire
is deposed in May 1997 and later dies
in exile. His successor, Laurent
Kabila, changes Zaire's name to
Democratic Republic of the Congo.
Change sweeps Great Britain as
Labor Party leader Tony Blair's
landslide election in May 1997
ousts the Conservatives and makes
Blair, at 44, Britain's youngest
prime minister in 185 years.
Hurricane Pauline slams into
Mexico's Pacific coast in October,
causing flash floods, landslides
and at least 200 fatalities.
The resort city of Acapulco is
heavily damaged.
Halloween fever seizes France.
At the base of the Eiffel Tower
in Paris 8,000 pumpkins are
displayed, and French children
participate in an American-style
Halloween celebration.
HI Diana, Princess of Wales, one of
the world's most famous and
admired women, dies at 36 in a
violent car crash in Paris on
August 31.
MW*
Viewers worldwide see the first-ever
high-resolution color pictures of
Mars when the Pathfinder spacecraft
lands July 4. The lander and its rover.
Sojourner, collect and transmit
extraordinary data for three months.
For $8.36 million, Chicago's Field Museum of Natural
History buys "Sue." the most complete Tyrannosaurus
rex fossil yet discovered. The sale occurs October 4
at Sothebv's in New York
Russia's agingMr space station
collides with an unmanned supply
vehicle in June and is seriously
damaged. This is only one in a
series of crises casting doubt on
the viabilitv of the station.
I
In September, CAT scans
of petrified dinosaur eggs
found in China reveal a
dinosaur embryo.
ters Archive Photos
Scottish scientists in February 1997
announce the world's first cloning of
an adult mammal. The sheep, named
Dolly, fuels controversy over possible
misuse of the technology.
flask
RtutersArriuve Photos
Research produces medical break-
throughs, including a genetically
engineered "bullet" molecule being
tested to fight cancer and new
drugs to control or prevent
Parkinson's disease, osteoporosis
and congestive heart failure.
The popular diet regimen fen-phen is
pulled off the market in September.
The combination of fenfluramine and
phentermine is shown to cause heart
valve disorders, as is the diet drug
Redux, also recalled.
Fuel cells that convert a fuel's
energy directly into electricity are
being developed for use in cars,
making possible an efficient,
low-emission car of the future.
The first prescription pill for
male-pattern baldness is
approved by the Food and Drug
Administration m December.
The drug Propecia is made by
Merck and Company.
Aided by the Hubble Space
Telescope, astronomers discover the
Pistol Star— the brightest star yet
observed in the Milky Way. The Pistol




worldwide as it streaks past
Earth for the first time in
4,200 years—or, since 2203
B.C. Hale-Bopp next returns
in 4397.
§z
In December, 159 nations
gather in Kyoto, Japan, and
negotiate a climate treaty
to combat global warming by
reducing greenhouse gases.
^ On October 13, the British jet car Thrust SSC becomes the first vehicle
to break the sound barrier on land, traveling 766.6 miles per hour in the
Nevada desert.
The Food and Drug
Administration
approves a dental laser
for treating cavities.
Unlike traditional
dental drills, the laser
in most cases causes
virtually no discomfort
Premier Laser Svsrems. i
RIVEN




game sequel to Myst.





Hong Kong authorities in
December order the slaughter of
more than a million chickens in an
effort to halt the spread of a bird
flu rams that Idled six people.
The space shuttle Columbia
releases the errant Spartan
sateCte bi November. US.
astronaut Winston Scott and
Takao Doi7 the first Japanese
astronaut to do a space wale,
retrieve the sateCte for return
X El Nino stirs up global weather
patterns. Caused by warmer-than-
normal water temperatures in the
equatorial Pacific the '97 El Nino
is blamed for storms and weather
problems worldwide.
Protesters unsuccessfully attempt
to prevent the October launch of
NASA's Cassini spacecraft to
Saturn, fearing an accident could
shower the Earth with the rocket's
radioactive plutonium.
j^ French oceanographer and
award-winning filmmaker Jacques
Cousteau dies in June at 87. His work
gained renown through the popular
television series
'The Undersea World |
of Jacques Cousteau.'
a s *•
> ABC's gritty police drama "NYPD Blue" remains one of the most
popular one-hour dramas on television in 1997, capturing four
Emmy Awards.
. y The Lost World, Steven
Spielberg's Jurassic Park sequel,
breaks summer box-office
records everywhere. It earns
$229 million in the U.S.
fa. Comedian Chris Farley dies at 33 of a drug overdose
on December 18. He starred in NBC's "Saturday
Night Live" and movies including Tommy Boy and
Beverly Hills Ninja.
ColuiiitiiaAlaiidala) from Ihe Kubal Collection
Universal Studios, Inc.. trnni Stioolini; Star
V ) Jerry Seinfeld, creator
" and star of the NBC hit
"Seinfeld," announces
in December that the 1997-
1998 season is the show's
last. The final episode airs
in May, ending the popular
show's nine-year run.
flask
Fox network launches "King of (fa. Scream 2, the chilling hit sequel to
the Hill," an animated show that
focuses on the lives of a propane
dealer from Texas and his family.
The show goes on to become a
smash hit.
Scream, is a wildly successful mix
of carnage and comedy starring
Neve Campbell, Jerry O'Connell,
Tori Spelling, .lada Pinkett and a host
of other stars.
In its second season, the WB's
campy sitcom "Buffy the Vampire
Slayer" blossoms into a huge
favorite with many viewers.
Jenny McCarthy stars in a new
fall NBC comedy "Jenny" that,
in January 1998, goes into hiatus
only a few months into its first
season. McCarthy had been an
MTV personality before moving to
the network.
Horror films draw teenagers to the
box office. I Know What You Did Last
Summer, starring Jennifer Love Hewitt
and Sarah Michelle Cellar, is one of
the year's biggest attractions.
Critically acclaimed/lm/statf,
directed by Steven Spielberg, tells
the story of an 1839 slave ship mutiny.
The film culminates years of effort by
producer Debbie Allen to bring the
story to life.
{^^^HHI^HHH
Religion is a common theme
on eight fall-season network
TV shows inspired by the
success of CBS's "Touched
by an Angel" starring Roma
Downey, Delia Reese and
John Dye. New programs
include ABC's "Nothing










7/to»'c is a huge critical and box-office success. The movie event of the
year, this $200 million picture is the most costly in history. After 45 days
in the theaters, Titanic had earned $308 million.
Star Wars captures a new generation of fans when
George Lucas re-releases the film trilogy 20 years
after the first film was shown. In Washington, D.C.,
the National Air and Space Museum mounts a huge
exhibition of now-historic Star Wars artifacts.
Michael Flatley's pulsating
show "Lord of the Dance"
fuels the extraordinary
popularity of Irish dance.
The show tours 15 cities in
the U.S. through October.
In the fall. Fox debuts
"Ally McBeal," a
comedy/drama starring
Calista Flockhart as a
young Boston attorney.
The show captures a
Golden Globe Award
in January 1998 for best
series/musical or comedy.
Matt Damon stars as an attorney
in The Rainmaker, a movie based
on the John Grisham novel.
Damon's successes also include
the film Good Will Hunting.
flask
Summer blockbuster
Men in Black grosses
more than $500 million
worldwide to become
1997's biggest hit.
The sci-fi comedy stars
Smith and Tommy
Lee Jones.
The Wonderful World ofDisney
presents its adaptation of
"Rodgers & Hammerstein's
Cinderella" on ABC, starring
Brandy as Cinderella and Whitney
Houston as the Fairy Godmother.
Tomorrow Never Dies , starring
Pierce Brosnan as 007, is a
holiday box-office hit and
confirms the enduring popularity
of James Bond movies.
The 1997 season premiere
episode of "ER" is broadcast
live and draws 42.7 million
viewers for NBC, including
those who watch it on a
giant screen in Times Square.
S13WS
In July, 16-year-old Swiss tennis star
Martina Hingis becomes the youngest
Wimbledon champion since 1887.
Hingis wins three of the four 1997
Grand Slam events.
Quarterback John Elway leads
the Denver Broncos to a 31-24
victory over the Green Bay
Packers in Super Bowl XXXII in
San Diego, January 25, 1998. It is
Elway's first Super Bowl win in
four appearances.
The Florida Marlins are baseball's 1997 World Series
champs and the first team ever to win the Series
without winning its league pennant. The Marlins
defeat the Cleveland Indians in seven games.
| Tiger Woods, 21, becomes
the youngest golfer ever to
win the Masters Tournament.
His 18-under-par score sets
a Masters record. Woods
wins 3 other tournaments
and sets a PGA Tour earnings
record of $2.1 million for
the season.
Mike Tyson bites off part of Evander
Holyfield's ear and is disqualified in
the WBA Heavyweight rematch in June
1997. Tyson is fined nearly $3 million
and his boxing license is revoked.
flask
Pittsburgh Penguins' Mario
Lemieux retires in April 1997 after
a spectacular comeback from
Hodgkin's disease and injury.
Lemieux is elected to the Hockey
Hall of Fame in September.
In April 1997, the premier issue of
Sports Illustrated Women hits
the newsstands. The magazine
reflects the explosive growth of
female participation in sports.
Swedish golfing phenomenon
Annika Sorenstam, 26, tops the
LPGA earnings list in 1997 with a
record $1,236,789.
Professional sports salaries keep
skyrocketing. One of the most
publicized of 1997 is Kevin
Gametfs $126 million contract to
play basketball for the Minnesota
Timberwoives.
Charles Woodson, Michigan's versatile
junior cornerback, becomes the first
primarily defensive player to win the




Jeff Gordon, at 26, wins the
1997 NASCAR Winston Cup, his
second Winston Cup point title
in three years. Gordon's 1997
points total 4,710.
Scott Cunningham, rNB.VAJbport
Nagano, Japan, hosts the 1998
Winter Olympic Games duriu
February. Three new medal




beat the Utah Jazz





Finals MVP a record
fifth time.
When the college football
season ends, two teams
share the national
championship. Michigan (12
is named No. 1 by the sports
writers' poll, and Nebraska
(13-0) by the coaches' poll.
©Doug Densinger. Allsport
Detroit Red Wings captain
Steve Yzerman powers his
team to the 1997 Stanley
Cup championship, its first
in 42 years, by sweeping
the Philadelphia Flyers in
four games.
^
In its debut season, the




over the New ^&
York Liberty caps ^^(
the 1997 season. ?>
professional sports league for
the first time. Hie pioneers,
Dee Kanter and Violet Palmer,
are referees in the NBA.
Mark McGwire, of the St Louis
Cardinals, slams 52 homers in
1996 and 58 in 1997. McGwire
becomes only the second player in
baseball history with back-to-back,
50-home-run seasons, the other
being Babe Ruth.
Dean Smith, winningest coach in
college basketball history, retires in
October after 36 seasons at North
Carolina. Sports Illustrated names







Miss Illinois, Katherine Shindle, is
crowned Miss America 1998. For the
first time in its 77-year history the
pageant allows contestants to wear
two-piece swimsuits in competition.
Beloved actor Jimmy Stewart dies in July at I
Stewart's enduring nice-guy popularity is
exemplified by It's a Wonderful Life, his 1946
movie that is now an American cultural icon.
Chelsea Clinton begins her
freshman year at Stanford
University in Palo Alto, California.
Despite security measures, she
reportedly will lead as normal a
college life as possible.
Reuters/Archive F'liulos
For the first time, a computer
beats a world chess champion
when IBM's Deep Blue beats
Russian Gany Kasparov in a
six-game match in May 1997.
J.T. MacMillan, San Diego Union-Tribune
Roman Catholic nun Mother Teresa of Calcutta
dies September 5 at the age of 87. Revered
for a lifetime of helping the poorest of the
poor, her many honors include the 1979 Nobel
Peace Prize.
Reuters/Archive Pholos
American .lody Williams and the
International Campaign to Ban Land
Mines are awarded the 1997 Nobel
Peace Prize in October. The U.S. and
China refuse to sign an international
treaty that would ban land mines.
Ted Turner, vice chairman of the
Time Warner media empire, pledges
$1 billion to United Nations programs.
It is the largest single gift in
philanthropic history.
Former leader of the Soviet Union
Mikhail Gorbachev films a TV
commercial for Pisa Hut. He
reportedly earns $1 mittkm for
the appearance, money he plans
to use to benefit his Gorbachev
Foundation.
Singer John Denver dies in
at 53 when the experimental
plane he b piloting crashes into
California's Monterey Bay.
Sarah Ferguson, Duchess of York,
appears in ads as a spokesperson
for Weight Watchers International.
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